MicroRNA (miRNA) profile-based point-of-care (POC) diagnostic methods have attracted considerable attention. In our laboratory, singleplex miRNA detection on a power-free poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) microfluidic chip with laminar flow-assisted dendritic amplification (LFDA) has been developed. In this study, to obtain the miRNA profile and to improve the reliability of the diagnosis, multiplex miRNA detection on the same system is demonstrated without compromising any advantages of the singleplex miRNA detection. The limit of detection (LOD) was at the femto-to picomolar level and the assay time was 20 min. The sensitivity, rapidity, and portability of the microfluidic chip are adequate for POC diagnosis.
Early diagnosis is a key for the effective treatment of any disease. As biomarkers for the early detection of Alzheimer's disease or various cancer types, microRNAs (miRNAs) have shown great promise. [1] [2] [3] [4] They are non-protein-coding singlestranded RNAs having approximately 18 -24 bases and play important roles in physiological and pathological processes, such as development, differentiation, apoptosis, and stress responses. 5 Over 2500 human miRNAs are known to date. In 2008, miRNAs that circulate in human body fluid at very low concentrations, i.e., at femto-to picomolar levels, were discovered. 3, 6 These miRNAs are referred to as circulating miRNAs. Subsequently, many studies have claimed that circulating miRNA expression profiles can be used for cancer detection, classification, and progression. [3] [4] 7, 8 Circulating miRNAs are expected to be novel, minimally invasive biomarkers.
Effective screening is essential to achieve a high early cancer detection rate. To that end, point-of-care (POC) diagnosis, as represented by pregnancy tests, has attracted attention. POC diagnosis requires short detection times, small sample volumes, and the portability of devices. Some miRNA detection methods have already been established, such as qPCR, 9,10 microarrays, 11, 12 and deep sequencing. 13 However, these methods do not meet the requirements for POC diagnosis because they take more than a few hours, and require at least 100 μL of sample solution and large equipment. Among various miRNA detection methods, microfluidic chip-based methods meet the requirements other than portability. The chip itself is small and enables a short detection time and a small required sample volume due to its microscale channel structure; 14 however, relatively large external power sources for fluid pumping are needed and they prevent portability of the microfluidic chip. Hence, we utilized our power-free microfluidic chip driven by energy that is stored in degassed poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) to overcome this drawback because it eliminates the need for external power sources for fluid pumping. 15 The power-free pumping method is essential for microfluidic chip-based POC diagnosis.
In our laboratory, toward POC diagnosis singleplex biomarker miRNA or protein detection on a power-free microfluidic chip with laminar flow-assisted dendritic amplification (LFDA) has been developed. [16] [17] [18] [19] LFDA is an amplification technique that was recently invented by our group. 18, 20 In this study, to obtain the miRNA profile and to improve the reliability of the diagnosis, multiplex miRNA detection with LFDA on a power-free microfluidic chip was demonstrated without compromising advantages of the singleplex. This is the first report of multiplex biomarker detection on this power-free microfluidic chip and an LFDA combined platform. Especially, the specificity and validity of the assay for target miRNAs was confirmed. MiR-16, miR-21-5p, and miR-500a-3p were used as target miRNAs because they are known as cancer biomarkers. [7] [8] 21 Sensitive multiplex detection of miRNAs on power-free microfluidic chips will contribute to miRNA profile-based POC cancer diagnosis.
Experimental
Two types of PDMS (Sylgard 184) chips were fabricated for this experiment. One was a PDMS chip for the immobilization of capturing probe DNAs with a recessed pattern of three parallelline-shaped microchannels that were 30 μm in width and 25 μm in height. The other was a PDMS chip for the detection of miRNAs with a recessed pattern of a pair of Y-shaped microchannels ( Fig. 1 ) that were 100 μm in width and 25 μm in height. The fabrication protocol for the PDMS chips was described in detail elsewhere. 15 Oligonucleotide sequences used in this study are summarized in Table 1 . Capture and detection probe DNAs corresponding to miR-X are referred to as CP-X and DP-X, respectively.
The power-free microfluidic device for multiplex miRNA detection was prepared as follows. First, 1% of glutaraldehyde (Wako, Osaka, Japan) in carbonate buffer (100 mM, pH 9.4) was incubated at 37 C for 2 h and immobilized on an aminated glass entire surface (SD00011, 25.4 mm × 76.2 mm, Matsunami Glass Ind., Ltd., Kishiwada, Japan) and 100 μM of probe DNAs in ultrapure water (CP-500, CP-21, and CP-16) were incubated at 37 C for 1 h using the PDMS chip described above, so that the probe DNAs that were three parallel line shape and 30 μm in width were patterned onto the glass surface via the glutaraldehyde. Second, a PDMS chip with a pair of Y-shaped microchannels (described above) was attached to the glass plate with immobilized CP-DNAs to form a microfluidic device ( Fig. 1) . Finally, to store the energy for fluid pumping, the microfluidic device was degassed in a vacuum chamber for 1 h. The left-hand Y-shaped microchannel was used for the detection of target miRNAs and the right-hand Y-shaped microchannel was used for a blank reference.
After preparation of the power-free microfluidic device, target miRNAs were detected through three steps: (1) blocking by hybridization buffer (1% Roche Blocking Reagent, 0.02% (w/v) SDS, 5× SSC, and 0.05% Tween 20, Roche, Basel, Switzerland), (2) sandwich hybridization of the target miRNAs and 10 nM of biotinylated probe DNAs, DP-16, DP-21, and DP-500, (3) fluorescence signal amplification by LFDA.
Fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled streptavidin (7.5 μg/mL) and biotinylated anti-streptavidin (25 μg/mL) were used as amplification reagents for LFDA. The solutions were injected into the microfluidic device by power-free sequential injection. 22 Fluorescence signals were captured by a charge-coupled device camera and analyzed using ImageJ software. The miRNA detection principle is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The specificity of the assay for each target miRNA was confirmed by injecting a high concentration of miRNA, 1000 pM, to the microfluidic device. The limit of detection (LOD) of the microfluidic device was calculated using the 3σ criterion.
Results and Discussion
Typical fluorescence images obtained by injecting a high concentration of miRNA to evaluate the specificity of the assay for target miRNA are shown in Fig. 2(a) . Bright lines appeared at the expected positions; they appeared only in those areas with the complementary probe DNA in which the target miRNAs were supplied. The signal-to-blank ratios (SBRs) calculated from the images, which were estimated by dividing the fluorescence intensity of the left microchannel by the fluorescence intensity of the right microchannel, are shown in Fig. 2(b) . Solutions containing miRNA and blank reference were injected into the left and right-hand microchannels, respectively. The differences between the SBRs of 1000 pM non-target miRNAs and those of 0 M sample were not statistically significant (p = 0.07 -0.58 with two-tailed t-test). These data suggest that LFDA successfully occurred in a target sequence-dependent manner without any significant cross reaction with unrelated CP DNAs.
By using various concentrations of target miRNAs, the calibration curve for multiplex miRNA detection was obtained, and is shown in Fig. 3 (solid circles) . The data for the calibration curve were fitted with the four-parameter logistic function, and the LODs were calculated by the 3σ criterion. LODs for miR-16, miR-21-5p, and miR-500a-3p were 48 fM, 1.4 pM, and 140 fM, respectively. The LOD for miR-21-5p was consistent with our previous study 17 and the LOD of 48 fM corresponded to 24 zeptomoles when correcting for the sample volume required (0.5 μL of sample solution in this assay). Three to 30-times differences in the LOD were observed between miRNAs of different sequences. These data indicate that control of the affinity between target miRNA and corresponding CPand DP-DNAs is effective for controlling the LOD. Multiplex detection was verified by comparing the calibration curve for TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT CAG AAT CCT TGC  NH2-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TCA ACA TCA GT  NH2-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT CGC CAA TAT TTA C CCA GGT GCA T -Biotin CTG ATA AGC TA -Biotin GTG CTG CTA -Biotin singleplex data shown in Fig. 3 (solid triangles) with that for multiplex data. The calibration curves for multiplex miRNA detection corresponded to that for singleplex miRNA detection. The required sample volume was 0.5 μL and assay time was 20 min.
In conclusion, rapid and sensitive multiplex miRNA detection utilizing LFDA on the power-free microfluidic chip, which enables the use of a portable microfluidic device, was demonstrated. Because each cancer or disease is thought to have a small number of corresponding marker miRNAs, the multiplex miRNA detection method brings us one step closer to the POC diagnosis of not only cancers, but also other diseases. For practical applications, some technical challenges remain.
For example, LODs are needed to be improved or controlled due to respective miRNA cut-off values. Methods for the extraction and purification of miRNAs from body fluids are needed, because miRNAs exist in body fluids in various forms, such as in complexes with Ago2 proteins, encapsulated in extracellular vesicles, and encapsulated in high-density lipoprotein particles. 23 Easier miRNA detection methods are preferable, such as methods that enable detection with the naked eye. For POC diagnosis and improved healthcare environments, especially in resource-poor countries, further studies are in urgent need. 
